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Abstract

Stiffness of core temperature profiles in H-modes of ASDEX Upgrade links global
confinement to the edge pressure gradient in cases Where the density profile remains
unchanged. This is the case particularly in low radiation discharges with hot plasma
edge1 Where electron density profiles are flat almost out to the plasma boundary.
As a consequence, confinement scalings for discharges near and below the ideal
ballooning limit differ. In particular, the favourable density dependence predicted
by the ITER ELMy H—mode scalings is lost in type I ELMy H—mode. Density profiles
show significant Variation, e.g. spontaneous peaking during Completely Detached
H—modes (CDH—modes}, which may allow to combine good confinement with low
edge temperatures and favourable type III ELMS.

Introduction
From core transport models involving critical gradients Leg. {1}) one expects that above
a certain heating power, core temperature profiles will become stiff> 1.8. increased heat
flux results merely in faint augmentation of grad T. As a consequence, boundary con
ditions at the plasma edge can determine the stored kinetic energy. In particular, any
upper temperature or pressure limit at the plasma edge, eg. the ideal ballooning limit,
potentially defines a fundamental performance limit.

in a related paper {2], regime boundaries in edge parameter space (Tab, 71:) as identified
on the ASDEX Upgrade tokamak (ideal ballooning limit, Hamode threshold, type III ELM
boundary and density limit) are discussed. Here we concentrate on the effect of proximity
to the ideal ballooning limit at the edge to global confinement scalings. We consider a data
set of 798 time intervals in 131 H—mode discharges in deuterium performed during 1996
on ASDEX Upgrade with single~nnll divertor configuration and ion grad—B drift towards
X point. Parameters are plasma current 1,, = 0.6. . .12 MA, toroidal field B, 2 1.5 . . . 3
T, line averaged density its : 2.3 X 1019 . . .1.3 :1. 102° m”3, and neutral deuterium beam
heating power Hum : 2.5...10 MW.

Relation between edge and core confinement
On ASDEX Upgrade, stillness of electron and ion temperature profiles is generally ob-
served during neutral beam heated H—modes (Pimp > 2.5 MW). Fig. l a) shows that cenw
tral TS (taken at pp 3 0.15) and edge T, (at ‘r z a —2 cm, both values measured by Thom—
son scattering) are nearly proportional for a variety of discharges near the ideal ballooning
limit at the edge. A Wide range of plasma parameters, particularly of "77;, is covered by
the data set (see above). The normalized electron pressure gradient 05,; = 2poRq35/B? p;
during type I ELMy was found to be (i9 = 1.6 d: 20% for the discharges in the data set.
Also, type III ELMs can be obtained at the ideal ballooning limit in case of high edge
density, if T50" : a — 2 cm) remains below 300 eV. Those cases adhere to the same edge-
core relation. However, during L—mode and type III ELMy H—mode below the ballooning
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Figure 1: Relation between plasma edge and core: (a) Electron temperature (discharges
near the ideal ballooning limit at the edge), (5) relation between average and edge electron
density for difierent levels of neutral gas flow.

limit this relation between edge and core temperature breaks down, even at high PM"
(e.g. at high H—mode power threshold).

Density profiles in general do not show robust self~similerity. However, during type I
ELMy H-mode the scrape-oil layer and the plasma edge are hot (Te(r = a _, 2 cm) 2 300-
eV) and the combination of low neutrals penetration depth and low beam fuelling in
A-SDEX Upgrade produces flat density profiles almost out to the separatrix. Fig 1 b)
shows that the electron density ne at r = a —— 2 cm amounts to approximately 0.6 x n;
(line averaged density) over a wide range of neutral flux in the main chamber, a. good
shielding of the scrapeoff layer and the plasma edge within 2 cm from the separetrix.
Hence, self—similarity exists here. In contrast, neon puffed {CDH—mode [3]) discharges,
show peaking of the central density attributed to an anomalous inward drift [4].

As a consequence of density and temperature profile similarity, one expects a relation
between edge pressure and stored energy. Furthermore, as the edge radial gradient lengths
are not varying much during H—mode, a relation between edge pressure gradient and core
confinement is observed for cases near the ballooning limit (Fig. 2).
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Figure 2‘. Relation between thermal stored energy W”. and edge electron pressure gradient
p; for discharges near the ideal ballooning limit at the edge (type I and type III ELMy
H-mode).
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Stiffness of temperature profiles
Stiffness of core temperature profiles is usually very robust and not restricted to type
I ELMy Han-lode. An example is shown in Fig. 3. where in between two type. I-ELMy
H—mode phases, controlled neon gas puff has been used to radiate m4 85% of the input
power at the edge. Complete Detached H—mode (CDH—mode) has been achieved. During
the CDH—phase, central density peaking (Fig. 3 b] is observed. The NBI power is kept
constant. The core temperature profile (TE profiles are shown in Fig. 3 c) remains almost
unchanged despite the strong density perturbation, resulting in an increase in stored
energy even above the level during the initial type I ELMy phase. During the CDH
phase, there is a twofold departure from the edge-core relation described above for type
I ELMy H~mode: The edge temperature drops due to forced impurity radiation7 and at
the same time confinement improves when the peaking of the density profile builds up.
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Figure 3: Confinement improvement during (1 long ODE-phase (:1) associated with central
peaking of the density profile {(7). The care electron temperature profile is stlfi against the
density change (a).

Confinement at and below the ideal ballooning limit at the edge

Proportionality between stored energy and edge pressure gradient at the ballooning limit
Would imply that global confinement acquires the scaling of p’ . This can be investigated by
separate regression of 3116 and theimal stored energy Wm during type I ELMy H—mode (Le.
near the ideal ballooning limit) with respect to 17.,_nM B: and PM“, (Fig. 4) The relations,
found by ordinary least squares, are pledge) = 158 x 1053‘0 a‘ioo‘Pfe'at"203‘0'“fie—009*" 06
I1...9:s013(kPa/m) and 1.1;”. = 0' 2968—018i0 orpoea4010 09 —o 02in..0611 2.810120%” The units

of 1p, n"; Bf and Pheat are MA 1019 m ‘.3 T aand MW, respectively. Note that both
p€(edge) and W}, do not depend on 715, in contrast to the favourable density dependence
predicted e g by ITERH 92P(V).[5] The IT. dependence of Wt}. is somewhat larger than
in ITERH—92130 ) and also than for type III ELMy H—modes below the ideal ballooning
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limit in ASDEX Upgrade. However7 it is smaller than that of pg. The latter efiect,
together with the retained PM“ dependence, appears as scatter of data points in Fig. 2
and indicates that p’(edge) may not be exactly the critical variable for confinement. It
is speculated in [6] that the pressure or temperature at the edge pedestal top assumes
this role. However, the edge pedestal width in ASDEX Upgrade shows little systematic
variation, so that pressure gradient and pedestal pressure are almost proportional.
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Figure 4: Sepdrate reg? 5551072 for type I ELM}; H—mode dzschmges of (a) election pressure
gradient and (if?) thermal stored energy.

Analysis of type III ELMy discharges below the ideal ballooning limit yields a weaker
scaling with 1,, and more favourable B. and n6 dependences while their confinement is
below that of type I ELMy H-mode (with the exception of cases with strong density
peaking) for the parameter range of ASDEX Upgrade encountered so far. Both scalings
( near and far from the ballooning limit) match at high edge densities where, during type
Ill ELMy H—modes, p‘(edge) approaches the ideal ballooning limit.

Conclusion

A correlation between edge pressure gradient near the ideal ballooning limit and core
confinement is found on ASDEX Upgrade which is based on robust temperature pro
file stiffness and flat density profiles during type I ELMy H-mode. A “near ballooning”
confinement scaling results, which lacks the favourable density dependence of the ITER
ELMy Hemode scalings but shows a somewhat stronger 1p dependence. A combination
of good confinement and a sufiiciently cold plasma edge. as to obtain divertor—compatible
type III ELMs, seems possible by manipulation of the density profile. One successful
scheme demonstrated on ASDEX Upgrade is the Completely Detached H-mode [3] An~
other possibility would be central fuelling by deep pellet injection, where high fuelling
efficiency can be achieved by injection from the high—field side [7].
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